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(54) [TITLE OF THE INVENTION]
CONTROL DEVICE FOR PARKING GARAGE [Chuushajo kanrisochi]

(57) [ABSTRACT]
[SUBJECT]
A control device for parking garage that enables a non-stop entrance to the garage, a

non-stop fee payment, and a non-stop exit from the garage to offer a control device for

parking garage that enables a smooth flow of cars in the parking garage.

[MEANS OF SOLUTION]
According to a control device for parking garage for purpose of controlling parking

garage of cars, it is equipped with a distinction device that distinguishes information of
car body of the cars, a communication device that reads ID number from a wireless card

installed on the car to determine the time of entrance and exit, a control device that

outputs guidance information to the driver, a parking location search device that displays

parking location of the car, and a computer that controls memory of time of entrance and

exit to calculate parking fee based on the information of car body, time of entrance and

exit to charge parking fee to the owner of the ID number.
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[CLAIMS]
[CLAIM ITEM 1]

According to a control device for parking garage for purpose of controlling the parking
garage, the control device for parking garage is characterized by the fact that is equipped
with a distinction device of information on car body of the cars, a communication device

that reads ID number from a wireless card installed on the car to determine the time when
the car passed through the entrance gate as entrance time and the time when the car

passed through die exit gate as exit time, and a computer control that memorizes
information on the car body, ID number, entrance time and exit time; and calculates

parking fee based on the information on the car body, entrance time and exit time to

charge parking fee to the owner of the ID number.

[CLAIM ITEM 2]

According to a control device for parking garage for purpose of controlling the parking

garage, the control device for parking garage is characterized by the fact that is equipped
with a distinction device that distinguished information on car body of the cars, a

communication device that reads ID number from a wireless card installed on the car, a

computer control that determines parking location based on the information on the car

body, and a control device that outputs guidance information to the driver; and displays

guidance information to guide the car to which wireless card of this ID number is

installed to the parking location.

[CLAIM ITEM 3]

According to a control device for parking garage for purpose of controlling the parking

garage, the control device for parking garage is characterized by the fact that is equipped

with a distinction device that distinguished information on car body of the cars , a

communication device that reads ID number from a wireless card installed on the case, a

computer control that memorizes ID number and parking location information after

determination is made on the parking location based on the information on the car body ,

and parking location search device that displays the parking location of the car; and

displays parking location of the car corresponding to the ID number indicated.

[DETAILED EXPLANATION OF THE INVENTION)
[0001]

[TECHNICAL FIELDS OF THIS INVENTION]
This invention relates to the control device for parking garage that is used at the parking

garage of cars; and in further detail, it relates to the control device for parking garage that

carries out guidance of the car at the parking garage, controls the full or vacancy status of

the parking garage, settlement of parking fee, or search of the car and the like.
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[0002]

[PRIOR ART]
According to the parking garage of up to this time, a car is stopped at the entrance gate

when entering the garage and after issuance of a parking ticket with record of entrance

time, the gate is opened to allow its entrance to the garage. In general, at the time of
exiting the garage, a car is stopped at the exit gate and parking fee that is calculated based
on the entrance time and exiting time is collected, and the gate is opened to allow an exit

from the garage.

[0003]

According to this conventional method, because it is necessary to stop the car at each
entrance and exit, it is not possible to carry out an entrance to and exit from the garage

smoothly to present the first inconvenience that it is not possible to improve harmony and
smoothness of the parking garage.

[0004]

In addition, as the cars can be classified as large size, mid side and compact size in

accordance to their sizes, parking locations with the optimum size for each car is

generally allocated in the parking garage. However, it is often the case that the drivers

are not aware of the parking locations suited for his/her own car. And therefore, it

presents second inconvenience that it is not possible to provide a guidance to the parking

location that corresponds with the type of cars to be parked in a short time.

[0005]

Furthermore, the driver who returns to the parking location for purpose of exiting may
not remember the parking location of his/her car. In such case, the driver needs to walk
around the parking garage looking for his/her car to present the third inconvenience of

time consumption in finding ones own car.

[0006]

These inconveniences prohibit harmony of the parking garage and smoothness of
entrance and exit of the cars to consequently cause irritation of waiting on the drivers,

and profitability hits the ceiling without improved turn over for the parking garage

owners as well as causing a poor traffic environment of the surrounding to the citizens

living nearby with congestion of cars waiting to enter the garage.

[0007]

And therefore, several countermeasures have been considered to solve these problems.

The first countermeasure is based on the cars with contracts; and wireless communication
is carried out between a wireless card of the contracted car and an antenna of the parking

garage to allow entrance and exit of the contracted car in a non-stop manner, and then,

parking fee is lumped and is deducted from the account of the user at latter days. In this

case, type of a car of the contracted car is already prc-rcgistcrcd and the driver often

knows the parking location of the car beforehand.
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[0008]

The second countermeasure is to read out the car number to allow entrance and exit of
general cars in a non-stop manner, and calculate the parking fee at the parking location at

the time of exit and allows exit from the parking location after fee is settled in a non-stop

manner. Furthermore, when the car happens to be the contracted car in this case, it is also

possible to deduct the parking fee from the account of the user in lump sums at latter

days.

[0009]

In addition, the third countermeasure is to take [pictures of] the number plate or car

body upon entrance with a still video to record the number of parking location altogether.

When user happens to forget his/her own parking location, the user may search his/her

own car from that still video to find the parking location,

[0010]

[SUBJECTS SOLVED BY THIS INVENTION]
However, according to the first countermeasure, when the car other than contracted car

happens to enter, as the owner's account is not known, it is not possible to deduct the

parking fee. And therefore, the cars other than contracted cars are to be stopped at the

entrance gate and exit gate as in the conventional case; and it is not possible to allow

entrance/exit of total cars in a non-stop manner.

[0011]

In addition, according to the second countermeasure, because car number [license

number] may be soiled or bent [in some cases], it shows a defect that rate of read out of

the automated reading device remains at 90% to 95%. And therefore, it requires issuance

of the parking ticket for purpose of back up [just in case], and it is not possible to carry

out a totally non-stop entrance to and exit from the garage in actuality.

[0012]

Furthermore, according to the third countcrracasurc, it requires time for the driver to

find him/herself from the still videos. And therefore, car may result in parking for longer

hours than needed to reduce turn over rate of the parking garage. And therefore, these

counterrocasures could not sufficiently solve above-described problem points.

[0013]

This invention was invented based on the above-described problem points. In other

words, the first purpose of this invention is to offer the control device for parking garage

capable of implementing entrance in a non-stop manner, fee collection in a non-stop

manner, and exit in a non-stop manner to allow a smooth flow of the cars in the parking

garage. In addition, the second purpose of this invention is to offer the control device for

parking garage capable of guiding the car to the determined parking location in order to

allow a smooth flow inside of the parking garage. Furthermore, the third purpose of this

invention is to offer the control device for parking garage capable of displaying the

parking location of the car for the driver to prevent from useless stay of the car in the

parking garage.
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J

[00 J 4]

[MEANS USED TO SOLVE THE SUBJECTS]
In order to attain above-described purposes, the control device for parking garage of the

first invention is equipped with a distinction device Uiat distinguishes information on car

body of the cars, a communication device that reads ID number from wireless card

installed on the car and determines the time of entrance when the car passes through the

entrance gate as the entrance time and determines the time when the car passes through

the exit gate as exit time, and a computer control that records information of the car body,

ID number, entrance time, and exit time, and calculates the parking fee based on car body
information, entrance time and exit time to charge the parking fee to the owner of the ID
number.

[0015]

According to above-described constitution of this invention, the device that

distinguishes car body makes distinction on the car body information of the cars when the

car passes through, and communication device reads ID number from wireless card

installed on the car when the car passes through, and furthermore, it determines the time

when the car passes through the entrance gate as entrance time and determines the time

when the car passes through the exit gate as exit time. The computer control records this

information on the car body, ID number, entrance time, and exit time. When the car exits

the garage, parking fee is calculated from the information on car body, entrance time and

exit time to charge parking fee to the owner of the ID number.

[0016]

In addition, the control device for parking garage of the second invention is equipped

with a distinction device that distinguishes information on the car body of the cars, a

communication device that reads ID number from wireless card installed on the car, a

computer control that determines parking location based on the information of car body
,

and a control device that outputs guidance information to the driver and it displays

guidance information to guide this car installed with wireless card of this ID number to

this parking location.

[0017]

According to the distinction device that distinguishes the car body with the constitution

of this invention described above, it distinguishes information on car body when the car

passes through. The communication device reads ID number from wireless card installed

on the car. Computer control determines parking location based on this information of

the car body. Control device displays guidance information to guide the car to the

parking location corresponding with ID number of wireless card installed to the driver

while the car is traveling in the parking garage to guide that car to the parking location.
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[0018]

Furthermore, the control device for parking garage of the third invention is equipped

with a distinction device that distinguishes information on the car body of the cars, a

communication device that reads ID number from wireless card installed on the case,

computer control that determines parking location based on the information on the car

body and records ID number and information on the parking location, and a search device

for parking location that displays parking location of the car corresponding with the ID
number of the car.

[0019]

According to the distinction device of car body with constitution of above-described

invention, when a car passes through, it distinguishes information on the car body of the

cars. The communication device reads ID number from wireless card installed on the car

when the car passes through. The computer control determines parking location based on
this information on the car body and records ID number and information on the parking

location. The device that searches parking location displays parking location of the car

that corresponds with the displayed ID number to the driver.

[0020]

[IMPLEMENTATION FORMAT OF THIS INVENTION]
Preferred implementation formats of this invention arc explained in reference with

attached Figure below. Furthermore, the parts that are common are identified with the

same codes to eliminate duplicate explanation.

[0021]

Figure 1 illustrates a functionality system drawing of this invention. Wireless card (80)

is installed on the car (1) that enters parking garage. The wireless card (80) is a

transportable card-type communication memory medium; and it can communicate with a

communication device (40) via antenna (41). Inside of the wireless card, there is a

memory domain constituted of a ROM domain and RAM domain. The ROM domain

memorizes ID number, and RAM domain memorizes various data as needed. At this

time, ID number is the number that specifies the driver. Regarding this wireless card (80),

there arc ones that arc known as IC card, IC plate, or electronic money. In addition, this

wireless card (80) can be also used jointly as IC card that is used for a non-stop automatic

charge paying system of the toll roads. Although the wireless card (80) is not shown as

one unified body in the Figure 1, it is constituted as a transportable card and a car mount
type device in some cases.

[0022]

The distinction device that distinguishes car body (10) is installed at nearby entrance of

the parking garage. The distinction device that distinguishes car body (10) makes

distinction on the car type information such as a large type, a small type, a compact car, a

car with a high roof and the like through an image processing device, weight scale, or

infrared ray sensor (not illustrated in the Figure) and scrid this information on car type to

the computer control.
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[0023]

Entrance gate (20) is installed at nearby entrance of the parking garage. Gate on
premise (90) is installed at car passage in the parking garage. Exit gate (30) is installed at

nearby exit of the parking garage.

[0024]

The antenna (41) is placed at nearby installation location of entrance gate (20), gate on
premise (90), and exit gate (30). The communication device (40) reads ID number from

wireless card (80) that is installed on the case that has passed through the gate via antenna

(41), and send this ID number to the control computer (50). The communication device

(40) determines the time when the car (1) has passed through the entrance gate (20) as

entrance time, and sends this entrance time to the control computer. The communication
device (40) determines the time when the car has passed through the exit gate (30) as exit

time in the same manner, and sends this exit time to the control computer, In addition,

the communication device (40) writes or deletes information on the car body such as

dimension of the car body or size and the like and parking location information to the

RAM domain of the wireless card (80).

[0025]

Display panel (61) is placed at nearby installations of entrance gate (20), gate on

premise (90) and exit gate (30). The display panel (61) displays parking location

information and route information based on designation of the control device (60). The
control device (60) displays guidance information based in parking location information

read from the wireless card (80) via antenna (41). In the information on the parking

location, parking location block number of that car as well as that status being vacant or

full is included.

[0026]

The control computer (50) records ID number given by the communication device (40),

entrance time and exit time, car type information given by the distinction device that

distinguishes car body of the cars. In addition, it receives information on presence of

each parking locations from the communication device to control information on vacancy

or full status of the parking garage. Parking location of the car is determined by this

information on car type and information on vacancy or full status, and information on the

parking location is sent to the control device (60) and communication device (40). In

addition, based on inquiry by the device that searches parking location, it sends parking

location information that corresponds with the ID number that is in question to the device

that searches parking location. The control computer (50) calculates parking time from

entrance time and exit time to calculate parking fee of the hours corresponding to the

information of the car type, and calculates parking fee of that car (1) from the parking fee

per hour and parking time to make charges. When wireless card or ID card is of ID plate,

parking fee is deducted from the account corresponding with the ID number. When
wireless card is of electronic money, the parking fee is deducted from electronic money.

The control computer (50) prepares daily report, monthly report, statements, management
material, and others as needed.
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[0027]

The device that searches parking location (70) is installed either within the parking

garage or outside. When a driver who forgot the parking location of his/her oar makes an
inquiry, the device that searches parking location (70) obtains information on the parking

location recorded in RAM domain of the wireless cared owned by the driver, and
displays this parking location to the driver. Regarding other implementation formats, it is

possible for the user to obtain the ID number of wireless card via antenna (41). It is also

possible to key input the ID number directly by the user. The device that searches

parking location inquires ID number owned by the user to the control computer, and
displays the information on parking location corresponding to this ID number to let the

driver know the parking location.

[0028]

Figure 2 illustrates one example of parking garage of this invention. Passages of cars

connect entrance of the parking garage, parking location A block, parking location B
block, and parking location C block. Distinction device that distinguishes car body of the

cars (10) is placed at the entrance of the parking garage, and entrance gate is located at

backside of the distinction device that distinguishes the car body along the passages for

flow of cars. Gate on premise (90) is located at main locations of the passages of cars;

and plural numbers of parking spots (3) are present in each parking location block (2).

Furthermore, passages for cars connect each parking location block (2) and parking

garage exit; and exit gate is located at nearby exit of the parking garage. Display panel

(61) and antenna (41) arc placed at top part of each gate where they can be viewed easily.

According to this parking garage, each parking location A block, parking location B
block and parking location C block are for large size cars, medium size cars, and compact
cars respectively. The control computer (50), control device (60), communication device

(40), and device that searches parking location (70) all located in a separate room that is

not illustrated in the Figure.

[0029]

Then, the actions of this implementation format are explained by using the parking

garage illustrated in the Figure 2 as an example. When a large-size car enters parking

garage, the distinction device that distinguishes car body determines the car (1) to be a

large size car, and sends this car type information (large size car) to the control computer

(50). The control computer retrieves vacancy/full information of the parking location A
block that is allocated for large cars, and after confirming that the parking spot (3) is

empty, it determines that the parking spot (3) of the parking location A block to be the

parking location for the car (1). The control computer (50) records car type information

and parking location.
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[0030]

When car (I) approaches garage entrance gate (20), as illustrated in. the Figure 3, a

character sign [A] and arrow marking meaning [go straight on] are displayed. When car

passes by the entrance gate (20), the communication device (40) communicates with
wireless card in the car via antenna (41) of the entrance gate (20) to obtain ID number.
The communication device (40) determines the time when this car passed through the

entrance gate as entrance time and sends ID number and entrance time to the control

computer. Furthermore, the communication device (40) transmits information of car type

and parking location to the wireless card (80), and wireless card (80) records car type

information and parking location information on that RA domain.

[0031]

When car proceeds on the passage for cars, control device (60) reads out parking

location information from the wireless card (80) via antenna (41) that is at the gat within
premise (90), and displays character sign [A] and arrow marking meaning [go straight on]

as illustrated in the Figure 3 on the display panel (61) that is at the gate on premise (90).

At the parking location A block, control device (60) displays character sign [A] and
arrow marking indicating [Turn Right] as illustrated in the Figure 4 on the display panel

(61) at the gate on premise (90) in the same manner. The car follows the designation on
the display panel (61) and makes right turn to enter the parking location A block. The
driver finds empty parking spot (3) in the parking location A block, and parks the car in

that parking spot (3). When a sensor that senses presence in the parking spot (not

illustrated in the Figure) senses the car has entered, it communicates that to the control

computer. The control computer updates the information on vacancy and full status.

[0032]

When a driver forgets the parking location after returning to the parking garage, he/she

goes to the location where device that searches parking location is placed. The device

that searches the parking location reads out parking location information from the

wireless card held by the driver and displays that parking location to let the driver know.

'

According to other implementation format, the device that searches parking location

reads ID number from the wireless card held by the driver. Or the driver may directly

key inputs the ID number. The device that searches parking location inquires the parking

location to the control computer. The control computer retrieves information on
vacancy/full status and finds that the car of that driver is parked at the parking spot (3) in

the parking location A block, and sends that information to the device that searches the

parking location. The device that searches the parking location (70) displays that parking

location to let the driver know.

[0033]

The driver starts the car (1) from the parking spot (3) in the parking location A block.

When sensor that senses presence (not illustrated in the Figure) in the parking spot senses

absence of the car, it communicates this to the control computer. The control computer

updates the information on vacancy/full status. On the display panel (61) at the gate
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within the premise (90) at the exit of the parking location A block, character sign [Exit]

and arrow marking meaning [Turn Right] arc displayed.

[0034]

The driver drives the car in accordance with guidance information of the display panel

(61) to the exit. When car passes through the exit gate (30), communication device (40)

communicates with wireless card in the car via antenna (41) at the garage exit gate (30) to

attain ID number. The communication device (40) determines the time when this car

passed through the exit gate as exit time, and sends ID number and exit time to the

control computer. The communication device (40) deletes information on the car body
and information on parking location present on the RAM domain in the wireless card.

[0035]

The control computer subtracts entrance time from the exit time to calculate parking

time. Parking fee per hour for a large size car is found in the Table of parking fee based

on car type and time that have bee set and recorded beforehand. Calculation of parking

fee is made by adding parking time to the parking fee based on hour to deduct the parking

fee either from the wireless card (electronic money) or account of the user.

[0036]

Furthermore, there are some parking garages not equipped for a large parking space for

big cars such as limousines and the like. When car enters the garage not capable of

parking of such type of car, device that discriminates the car body communicates with the

control computer. The control computer guides this car to outside of the parking garage

through the guiding method of the car described above. In addition, when car that does

not have wireless card enters the garage, car is stopped and parking fee is charged in the

conventional manner.

[0037]

This invention should not be limited to above-described implementation formats, and it

can be done in various formats within the scope not escaping from the gist of this

invention. For instance, without recording information on car type and information on

parking garage in the RAM domain on the wireless card, it is all right to guide the car by
using information on the car type and information on the parking garage recorded in the

control computer as well. In addition, the entrance gate and exit gate do not necessarily

need to be of gate shape as long as it has reference position to determine the entrance

time and exit rime of the car. Furthermore, it docs not necessarily need to be arranged at

entrance and exit of the parking garage, and it may be arranged at parking location block,

or entrance and exit of the parking spot. In addition, according to the example,

explanation is given on the example when it is applied to the parking of self-advancing

type parking garage, and it is also possible to apply this to a mechanical-type parking

garage.
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[0038]

[EFFECTS OF THIS INVENTION]
As explained above, it is possible to implement a non-stop entrance, fee charging in a

non-stop manner, and a non-stop exit to allow a smooth flow of the cars in the parking

garage by the control device for parking garage of the first invention. In addition,

guidance of the cars smoothly to the parking location can be done with the con trol device

for parking garage of the second invention to enable a smooth flow of the cars in the

parking garage. Furthemnore, through the control device for parking garage of the third

invention, it is possible to instantly display the parking location of the car to the driver to

prevent from useless stay of the car in the parking garage.

[0039]

And therefore, the effects include harmony of the parking garage and smoothness of

in/out of the cars can be improved through the control device for parking garage of this

invention; and without causing sensation of frustration to the waiting drivers, turn around

time of the parking garage can be further improved to improve profitability, and the

residence around the parking garage do not need to experience congestion of the cars

waiting to enter the garage to further improve surrounding traffic environment.

[BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES]
[FIGURE 1]

It illustrates a functionality system view of this invention.

[FIGURE 2]

It illustrates one example of lay out of a parking garage.

[FIGURE 3]

It illustrates one example of display of display panel.

[FIGURE 4]

It Illustrates other example of display of display panel.

[DESCRIPTION OF CODES]
I: car, 2: parking location block, 3: parking spot, 10: distinction device that

distinguishes car body, 20: entrance gate, 30: exit gate, 40: communication device, 41:

antenna, 50: control computer, 60: control device, 61: display panel, 70: device that

searches parking location, 80: wireless card, 90: gate on premise,

[I: Figure]
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